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Background to SoA Report
• ‘State of the art of RD activities in
Europe’ report
– Conceived in 2011
– Originally funded under EUCERD Joint
Action
– ‘Go to’ source of information on RD
activities
– 3 editions (2012, 2013, 2014), each
one 5 volumes (around 500 pages)
• Plus individual country reports
– Around 15’000 downloads (all
volumes combined) annually
– Contributions from over 100
stakeholders across Europe
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1st June 2015 - 31st
May 2018
34 beneficiaries
(APs)
30 collaborating
partners
40 countries incl.
Argentina and
Australia
Total Budget:
€8,344,079.80

State of the Art Resource: RDACTION
• INSERM led the production of this excellent annual Report for
3 years
• Good info but v. lengthy reports, resource intensive
• Now more of a web-based resource, composed of
– Two overview reports across the three years 2015-18
– One dedicated webpage per EU MS*
• Differences:
– More multi-stakeholder contributions
– Collection of data via a survey
– Providing a summary but also providing links to the very valuable
archived data
– refresh the information more frequently
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Building the Questionnaire (1)
• Wanted something that would collect
comprehensive data but also captured key facts for
all – so mixture of ‘do you have’ (Y/N questions) and
‘what do you have’?
• RD are complex, and a strong national programme
will, in time, ideally have measures in many areas to
ensure appropriate diagnosis, treatment and care
• So, many topics maintained with few mandatory Qs
for each:
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Building the Questionnaire (2)
• Goal to streamline data collection and optimise use
of the data collected
• EUCERD had adopted Recommendations on Core
Indicators for RD NP/NS
– Largely process indicators but MS had committed

• Goal to somehow assess the impact of the various
sets of EUCERD and CEGRD Recommendations:
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Country Data - Methodology
• To be more inclusive, WP6 set-up
Data-Contributing Committees (MS
representative, Orphanet Rep,
National Alliance Rep) – summer 2016
• Link sent to Data submitted via online
survey
• 1st set of data requested for end Sept
• ‘Teething’ troubles!
– Confusion over concept
– Not reading the survey
instructions
– Resources on side of the MS reps
– Need to engage different actors
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Added value of the SoA national
information
• Provides clear, accurate perspective of the realities
(strengths and challenges) in all EU MS
• Greater transparency and closer relationships
between stakeholder groups via the DCCs
• Enables statistical analysis on trends (e.g. around
national registries, coding, evaluation of NP/NS etc,)
– Topic-specific short reports to be created this summer

• Should also allow an assessment of the extent to
which Recommendations are being implemented on
the ground (and propose new activities)
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Where are we now?
• Began with the EU 28 MS
• No data submitted from France, Luxembourg,
Estonia for 2016
• A few provided v incomplete data (Greece,
Poland, Ireland), but good data for 20
• Each has a report, which is being sent to DCC
for quick approval
• Then each page will go ‘live’…
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Timelines and Next Steps
• If all reports are approved, each MS submitting data will have
page with the summary and stats & link to longer report by
end of June
• June and July – cross-country analysis and short SoA
‘snapshots’ by topic
• July – end Sept: the DCCs will be invited to review and update
via the portal.
• Will aim to get a TC with each DCC this time
• Will chase-up to obtain more details on statements
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Beyond the EU 28?
• As a separate exercise, the Overview report
(submitted but formally publicly available later in
June) includes report on policy frameworks outside
of Europe.
– Inclusion and data based largely on OrphaNews articles
and developments.
– Not possible to verify and run past the countries (who??)–
but if you see errors, let me know

• However… Began discussions with EURORDIS and
now RDI on expanding the country data-collection
somehow
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Beyond EU 28
PROPOSAL:
• EURORDIS suggestion that RDI might take an active
role to develop the SoA in other countries around
the world beyond EU.
• The approach would be step wise and very
pragmatic.
We would start it in few countries where there is a
strong willingness and someone ready to do the
work, using the exact same methodology as in EU.
• Will involve setting-up a DCC in 4 or 5 countries
(Canada, Russia, China, Australia)
• We can provide the survey ‘instance’ and establish
timelines
• RDI could compile the report and summary
• Still ascertaining exactly where to show the
information – RD-ACTION site ideally
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Key Messages
• SoA Resource (several things) remains an invaluable resource
for RD field
• Full suite of outputs will be available by the end of the
Summer and updates encouraged dynamically henceforth
• We would very much like to expand the scope, and open up
the tool to more countries – because RD are a global issue!!
• However – some challenges… no CEGRD, hence constituting
those DCCs is difficult
• Resources! To deliver the European material, you need a
person working FT (combo of policy experience &
administrative support)
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